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ABSTRACT
Vocal vibrato can be considered as

the result of pulsations in muscular
activity at the respiratory, laryngeal, and
supra-laryngeal levels. Sometimes, the
latter can be observed in singers as
rhythmic movements of the entire larynx
and the pharyngeal wall. This will
influence formant frequencies and hence
the timbre of the sound. We investigated
whether modulations of formant
frequencies can be observed in singing,
and how they relate to modulations of
the fundamental frequency.

INTRODUCTION
In singing, we often observe vibrato

as a modulation of the fundamental
frequency (F0), with a rate between 5
and 7 Hz. Several researchers report a
co—modulation of the activity of intrinsic
laryngeal muscles with F0, most notably
perhaps the cricothyroid muscle [1]. As
a second mechanism, rhythmic
pulsations of the reSpiratory muscles
resulting in modulations of the subglottal
sound pressure have been mentioned [2].
In addrtron, a co-modulation between F
and the activity of several supralaryngeaI
muscles‘has been found [3]. This co-
modulatron, among others, influences
laryngeal. height, as can sometimes be
seen in Video-stroboscopic images of the
pharyngeal cavity: the entire larynx, as
well as the pharyngeal wall, can be in
regular movement during singing. Thesefindrnlgs indicate that vibrato is acomp ex neuromuscular henomenon
that affects all aspectsp of voicepigdvuafiron. Thle precise coordination of

ous u sate ' '
still largely lpmmowdnrnuscular actions rs

the present investi ation wconcentrated. on the acoustic? effefzts ofvrbrato as originating from a modulationof the vrbratron frequency of the vocalfolds, and from a modulation‘ of thevolume of the pharyngeal cavity. First,we. investigated whether a regularvanatron of the volume of the

pharyngeal cavity exists to an extent that
it can be measured as a modulation of
formant frequencies. Second, whether
there is a co-modulation between
formant frequencies and F0.

In a stationary situation, relations
between vertical larynx positioning and
the singer's formant have been studied
theoretically and experimentally [4]. The
main effects of a raised larynx were: (1)
a significant increase of F2 in high front
vowels, (2) a raise in F1 and F for open
vowels, (3) a raise in F3 and 4. Srnular
effects should be found during rapld
modulations of the larynx height.

METHODS
We used recordings of . four

professional male singers (With a
classification between bass and bantone)

who sang the vowels lal, lil, Inf, and 18/

at F0 = 98 Hz in three COI'ldltIlSI

straight (none to little vibrato), normal.

and exaggerated vibrato, yielding a total

of 48 recordings. The recordings were
digitized at 20 kHz. For these 511133”:
we had the audio material available, but

no information on larynx movements.

We chose the low Fo value of 98 HZ

to ensure a high accuracy of the Eu
measurement (peak picking algonthm III

the time domain). For formant frequency

measurements, we first downsarnp

the data from 20 kHz to 10 kHZ beg?
performing an LPC—12 analysrs. :

was done to increase the accuracy 0

formant frequency measurement . n

focussing on the 0-5 kHz spectral “3310 '

Still, LPC procedures tend to 'cs

sensitive to the distribution of hafiflomm

(and hence to F0). Because there no

various factors that influence the V we

of computed formant frequencrt'fS. tors

give a formal description of these :0 e

to facilitate the interpretation 0

results.
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MODELLING F AND FORMANT

FREQUENCY NIODULATION
We first make the assumption that

undulations in the activities of muscular
structures that have an effect on sound
production (respiratory, laryngeal, and
supralaryngeal structures) are
coordinated at a fairly central level, and
have identical rates. The acoustic
phenomena associated with these
centrally coordinated movements may
exhibit phase differences, however.

We combine the acoustic effects of
the pulsated activity of respiratory
muscles, influencing the subglottal
pressure, and the internal laryngeal
muscles, influencing the tension of the
vocal folds, in a modulation of the
fundamental frequency F00):

son) = P0 + APO sin(27tVt) (1)

In which F (t) is the time-varying value
of the fun amental frequency, F0 is its
average value, APO is the extent of the
frequency variation, and V is the vibrato
rates This combination may be
considered a simplification, because
interactions between modulating
SIlbglottal pressure and modulating
laryngeal muscular tension can be quite
Complex. 0n the other hand, F00)
normally shows a regular pattern dunng
vibrato.

If the laryngeal height modulates due
:0 a Vibratory activation of the supra-
alllngeal muscles, this affects the length
of the vocal tract as well as the volume
:0 the pharyngeal cavity. As a
W.IlllStiquence, the formant frequencies

1 also be modulated. There are twofifties to consider here. First, a one-
.model of the vocal tract wouldfliedlct that a raised larynx will result in

greased formant frequencies. However,
macglal effect may be more complex.
“:2 . there may be a phase difference
e en larynx herght modulation and

modulation of the vibration
all?” 0f the vocal folds. Weon med both effects into one phase

. and described the modulation ofthe center
fellows; frequency 0f a formant n as

Full) = Fn + AFn sin(2t + (p) (2)
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in which F“ is the average formant
frequency, and AFn is the maximum
deviation of F .

It follows from equations (1) and (2)
that a co-rnodulation of Fo(t) and Fn(t)
may be observed with an unknown phase
difference.

Furthermore, we have to consider the
possibility that the LPC procedure used
to estimate the formants yielded
measurement errors. Ideally, we would
like to compute formant frequencies
independent of the harmonic structure.
However, this is not possible in practice.
In an extreme situation, for instance for
high-pitched vowels with Fe > 500 Hz,
LPC analyses will result in formant
estimates that follow the frequencies of
the separate harmonics. Although this
artefact will be less outspoken for the
low F0 value of 98 Hz that we used, we

cannot exclude the possibility that

computed formant frequencies to some

extent follow the fundamental

frequency:

Fn(t) = Fn + AFn sin(21tVt) (3)

The resulting co-modulation of Fo(t)

and Fn(t) should be in phase. . .

There is an additional interaction

between F0 and harmonics underlying a

formant. That is that the amplitude of

these harmonics will show a modulation

too: in phase with F0 modulation along

the positive slope of a formant, 1n

counter-phase along a negative slope,

and with a rate that is twice the vrbrato

rate of F if the harmonic varies

symmetrically around a formant

frequency [5]. If the LPC procedure does

not model this variation properly, the

estimated formant frequencies may show

the following types of modulations:

F t = F + AF sin(2ttVt)

13:8 = F: - AF: sin(21tVt) (4)
Pa“) = Fn + AFIn sin(4rtVt)

The combined effects of larynx height

variation and formant measurement

artefacts related to F0, the combination

of Eqs. 2-4, may be rather complex: This

will have to be taken into account in the

interpretations of the results.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vibrato rates of the 48 recordings

varied between 5 and 7 Hz. The average

extent of Fo-modulation frequencies

(maximal deviation from the average

value) for straight, normal, and

exaggerated vibrato was 1, 3. and 5.5%,

respectively. These are typical values

[6]. With exaggerated vibrato, however,

a maximum extent up to 10% (about 2

semitones) could be measured.

In several cases modulations in

formant frequencies were found, but the

results were of a highly variable nature

and difficult to generalize. There was a

tendency, however, for modulations to

be less present in the higher forrnants.

For this reason, we present a few

examples here to demonstrate several

types of co—modulation between F0 and

F .
I Figure 1 gives a clear example of

co-modulation of F0 and F1. The extent
of the modulation is 5.5% for F and
6.0 % for F1. The correlation coefficient
between F0 and F1 is .80. The close
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Figure 1. F0 and F1 for the vowel /u/,
normal vibrato.
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correspondence between the two traces,
with almost equal relative extent, may
indicate an artefact of Fl computation
that seems to follow the fourth
harmonic.

A complex pattern is shown in
Figure 2. This is an example 0f

exaggerated vibrato with an Fo-extent of
10%. Apart from modulations, there is a
gradual increase in the value of F],
which can be explained by some
variation in articulation of /i/. The
superimposed modulations in F1 have
and extent of 3%. First they are in
counter phase, later they have a double
rate. It can be seen that in the first part,

for the high F0 values (104 Hz), the F

values meet the frequency of the thirti

harmonic (312 Hz), while for the low F0

values (85 Hz), the F values meet the

fourth harmonic (340 i—lz). This gives a

strong suggestion of a computational

effect. We do not have an acceptable

interpretation for the last part with

double rate of modulation of F1.
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Figure 2. F0 and F1 for the vowel M

exaggerated vibrato.
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Figure 3. F0 and F, for the vowel fly,
exaggerated vibrato.

. Figure 3 again shows exaggerated
v1brato, with an extent of 8.5%. The F1
trace is complex and best described as
two superimposed sinusoids, one with
the same rate and phase as the F0, and
one with a double rate. There is no
Simple harmonic relationship between F0
and F1 that may provide an explanation
in terms of a computational effect for the
entire trace. We hypothesize the
following. The modulation with the
same‘rate as F may be the result of
variation in the height of the larynx. To
explain the modulation at the double
rate, we note that the fifth harmonic
vanes between 440 Hz and 500 Hz and
thus passes the actual formant frequency
in art almost symmetrical manner. Its
amplitude will therefore vary with twice
the F0 rate. As suggested earlier, the
computation of F1 may follow this rate.

CONCLUSION
Although co—modulation between F0

and F, can be measured in singing, an
interpretation of these results is difficult.
Both a movement of the larynx and the
dependency on F0 of the LPvased
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computations of F1 can explain the
results. More detailed investigations into
the latter effect are needed.
Measurement of larynx height with
multichannel electro—glottography [7]
may be of help in the interpretation of
acoustic data.
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